
   WELCOME  



ICT an interesting teaching – learning Era,  Year– 2016.
⚫ ICT  has revolutionized the teaching learning concept 

world wide. Mr. Narender Singh Jambal has also used it as a 
supportive aid to make class room teaching learning since 
last eight years in different schools where served. I 
motivated hundred of students to attend ICT classes, 
motivated other teacher and community to opt new 
techniques for quality education .Imparted training to 
hundreds of teachers to make soft copy of lesson plans and 
to apply in their class rooms . Thousands of students got 
benefited, improved the quality of education and also 
enhanced the pass percentage of the respective schools as 
well of board classes examination . Govt. of HP awarded  
STATE TEACHAER AWARD for this outstanding 
contribution and for innovative practices in teaching 
learning process.ICT is  very important devise to make our 
class room the SMART classroom. Let us make INDIA 
digital and achieve the VISION-2020.Narender Singh 
Jambal.



2002, GSSS G Mandi, Lecturer. Learned ABC 
of ICT from IT teacher and Students in IT Lab 



2007 -12, GSSS Rajgarh, 
Mandi,HP(1)Aasstt Nodal Officer IT 



Free rewritable DVDs distribution by Principal Sh G L 

sharma and female teacher to students for ICT education at 
GSSS Rajgarh.2008. An initiative of Mr Narender Singh 
Jambal for ICT.





Principal Sh Hem Singh and Mr Narender Singh Jambal Giving 
free DVDs to students to opt ICT learning at GSSS Rajgarh 
Mandi HP.2010.



Sh Hem Singh Principal and Mr Narender Singh Jambal giving 
free of cost DVDs to students to encourage students for ICT 
education at GSSS Rajgarh in 2011, a sustainable effort of Mr 
Narender Singh Jambal for ICT learning.



Mr Jambal is using ICT soft and hard wears in computer lab to 
teach the students about accountancy . It made learning very 
interested and students also became able to use computer and 
to download the content related material from internet and to 
assimilate knowledge successfully. Ggreat effort 2007 to 2012









Govt.  Of Himachal Pradesh awarded Mr Narender Singh Jambal 
lecturer as STATE TEACHER award on 5th  Sept. 2010(teachers 
day)at Raj Bhavan Shimla for outstanding contribution in 
education and to make ICT learning popular among 
students,teachers and in the community.



Govt. High School Badhu,Mandi

Mr Narender Singh Jambal joined as 
Headmasetr at GHS BADHU in 2012 after 
passing public service examination in 
merit.At this new school renovated 
computer lab, motivated teachers and 
students to use the ICT for better learning. 
I also the same to make class fruitful also 
involved the teachers.



GHS Badhu 2012-14, As Headmaster



At GHS BADHU teacher is also motivated  and 
trained to use ICT,and e-content they also applied 
it, results got improved.2012-13.





GHS LOHARA,2014-16, as Headmaster

On public demand of Lohara Panchayat , Govt. 
transferred me from Badhu to Lohara in Jan. 2014. 
I joined at Lohara but there was no ICT facilities. I 
motivated school management committee and 
requested the department to install ICT lab in this 
school ,got success, training given to teachers to 
use ICT as supportive aid and were given training 
to prepare lesson plan by the use of MS Power 
Point. They applied group strategy as were 
directed to do so, I got success ,improved results 
and quality education. It encouraged me to go 
further and using ICT whenever got opportunity.



As per joining at GHS Lohara I started to install ICT 
Lab.In photo work is in progress in my presence.



Checking the proper installation of 
Interactive Board and setting of projector 
in Class room at GHS Lohara.



Personally inspecting the installation of 
10 computer in ICT Lab at GHS Lohara 
Mandi,HP.



Personally imparting instructions and 
demonstrating the  use of Interactive Board 
among the teacher and students in smart 
classroom at GHS Lohara.



IN class room now teacher is trying to 
operate the interactive board and also 
using projector for effective teaching 
learning at GHS Lohara, Mandi,HP



Mr. M.L. Azad additional director of higher education inspected my 
school and highly appreciated the work done by me for ICT and its 
optimal use to make learning process effective in the school where 
98% students are SC & OBC and BPL.





Under my dynamic leadership quality of education get improved,as 
its result student got position in 10th class for this Hon”ble Director 
Higher Education awarded student of this school with LapTop in a 
public function



Two students of  GHS LOHARA awarded with 
LapTop by Director of Higher Education in public 
function.



Merit certificate issued by SMC GHS 

Lohara Mandi for ICT .



Honour by gram panchayat Lohara.





AS SRG (science)member in 
RMSA  I trained hundreds of teachers at DIET  
Mandi  for ICT teaching learning process.



Mr. Jambal  is helping the teachers of Mandi to use  
ICT  for formation of Lesson Plan e-content of 
science subject at DIET Mandi,HP.



Mr. Jambal is giving training to teacher s at DIET Mandi to 
use ICT for lesson Plan, an untrained individual got trained 
with in 5 to 10 minuts to use PPT for preparation of lesson 
plan



Mr. Jambal is helping the teachers about 
use of ICT and formation ofe-content in 
Lab at DIET Mandi  to form lesson plan.



Mr jambal giving tips to participants about 
effective lesson plans at DIET Mandi.



Feed back by participants about ICT 



Feed back



Feedback



Merit Certificate by DIET Mandi



Training at SIEMAT 
Shamiaghat(shimla)

Mr Jambal is working as a member SRG(science) 
since 2013 and participated in workshops organized 
by  SPO (Shimla) at SIEMAT Shimla to form Lesson 
Plan, Learning Indicator and question bank for 9th 
and 10th classes, these were implemented in 
himachal pradesh successfully .It enhanced pass 
percentage and quality education in the state as was 
evident from base line and end line survey reports  
issued by education department of himachal pradesh



At SIEMAT Shimla Mr jambal is using ICT for 
preparation of Lesson Plan, Learning Indicator 
and Question Bank in different workshops



Mr. Jambal is helping member of group in ICT lab at 
SIEMAT shimla during workshop of e-content formation



Learning Indicator and e-Content Science , 
9th and 10th, RMSA



E-content and Links





Govt. Sr Sec School           
Khuhan,Siraj-2,Mandi 

In the year 2016 got promoted as principal and joined 
at GSSS Khuhan which is located in remotest and hard 
area of Mandi district ,it is not connected with 
road.There is lack of building and infrastructure. ICT 
lab is there.Six post of teachers are vacant.In order to 
rearrange work load of teacher I motivated them to 
use ICT in there teaching learning process.Member of 
community and students  also apprised  about the 
value of ICT. Training sessions organized for them. 
Now teachers and students became adaptable toward 
ICT. It has opened new door of learning for them.



GSSS Khuhan, 2016-17 as Principal



SMC in ICT  Lab, Public Participation, GSSS Khuhan



I got success to bring the local community to my smart 
classroom and made aware about ict and e-contents  used 
for there children's for quality education at GSSS Khuhan.



A group of students is given training to use 
ICT and e-content for quality learning in lab.



In smart classroom students are encouraged to take part in 
learning process, in this one student read the content another 
explain and one more write the difficult word on the green/black 
board. Every student is given the  chance to perform in groups. 
Result  oriented  innovation.Participatory learning.



At GSSS Khuhan training workshop are arranged to make 
them ICT loving and its users , special attention is given to 
female teachers. They are now taking more interest to use 
ict tools for students learning inside the class and keep 
them busy in learning.



Mr. Narender Singh Jambal, Principal, discussing at GSSS 
Khuhan about quality education of students with their 
parents    & panchayat body and use of ICT in learning and 
its importance in everyones life.



Panchayat pradhan and members are enjoying the ICT 
use in learning in computer lab at GSSS Khuhan, Mandi,HP.



Training the teacher at GSSS Phagwash about ICT and 
e-content use in class room teaching.



Presentation by teacher and use of ICT  
as supportive tool at GSSS Phagwash.



Motivation for new learning through 
ICT and e-content By Mr. Jambal.



Imparting training to Principal,Headmaster 
and CHT of different Sr. Sec. High & primary 
school of Mandi Distt. Of Himachal Pradesh, 
insisting for ICT use in school.  



Mr. Narender Singh jambal at DIET Mandi in a training 
programme for Heads & effective use of ICT ,A 
successfull programme.



Training to Heads & use of ICT and healthy interaction with 

heads at GSSS Bhangrotu.



ICT Knowledge dissemination among masses



ICT practices in the 

classroom for students 
quality 
learning.(EVS).Used 
PPT and MS World 
as a ICT Tool.



Water 

Cycle. Dear  
students   water is one of best 
component of environment , it is 
important to know  its cycle .one can 
learn and enjoy it.



Objectives of water cycle are 
as:--  One will became able to 
understand about  
(1) Evaporation.                                                  
(2) Transpiration.                                  
(3) Precipitation.                                         
(4) Storage.                                                       
(5) Condensation. Etc.



Water Cycle 
Most of the Earth is 
covered by water. 
Almost all water on 
the Earth transfers 
from the Earth’s 
surface to the 
atmosphere and back 
in a continuous 
process called the 
water cycle. In this 
way water on Earth 
is constantly recycled 





process through which water cycle take place

I. Precipitation 

II. Storage

III. Run off

IV. Evaporation and Transpiration

V. Condensation 



The water 
that falls 
to the 
earth is 
called 
Precipit
ation . 
Precipitat
ion 
consist of 
rain, 
snow and 
other 
form of 
moisture

Precipitation



Precipitation is 
stored on 
Earth as snow 
and ice and in 
streams, rivers 
lake and 
oceans. Some 
precipitation 
sinks into the 
ground and is 
called ground 
water

Storage



Water that 
flows from  
land into 
streams, river, 
lakes  and 
oceans is 
called runoff. 
Ground water 
also runoffs 
from the area 
that have 
more water to 
areas that 
have  less 

Run off 



Evaporation and Transpiration
Water in oceans 
and on land is 
absorbed into 
atmosphere by a 
process called  
evaporates, it 
changes from 
liquid into a gas 
called water 
vapour
Water can also 
evaporates from 
plants in a 
process  called 
transpiration 



Condensation In 
condensation, 
water vapour in 
the atmosphere 
changes into 
ICE crystals or 
water droplets 
when air gets 
cold enough. 
These crystal or 
water droplets 
in a cloud get 
heavy enough, 
they falls to 
earth as 
precipitating 



Evaluation:-Lear

ning can be tested as, (1) What 
is Precipitation? (2) Explain 
storage?  (3) Describe about 
evaporation? (4) What does 
you mean by Transpiration? (5) 
Explain Condensation.



Parts of Flower
Let us make easy to learn 
parts of flowers .(6,7,8,9,10 classes)



The Flower is 
formed by the 
sepals, the 
petals, one or 
two circles of 
pollen-producin
g stamens 
(inside the 
petals), and the 
carpals, which 
are the 
innermost parts 
of the flower



OvaryOvule

Sepal

Stigma

Style

Anther

Filament

Lets describe all parts of flowers

Stamen

Carpel

Petal



Students and teacher can learn 
easily inside and outside the 
classroom about parts of various 
flowers and can apply this 
knowledge in his/her life and will 
became capable to remember 
parts of flowers throughout life. 
Thanks







2017-20,O/o Dy Dir Ely. Edu. Mandi as 
DY DEO and also act as DDEE Mandi



Use of ICT during covid-19
1. In on line teaching learning, Her Ghar 
Pathshalla class 1st to 8th.

2.

 On Line MDM distribution for 66000

 children at their native place.



2020 to date as Principal GSSS 
Mahun Nag, Karsog, Mandi,HP

































Thanks to
⚫ Govt of India, MHRD, NCERT, CIET
⚫ Govt of HP, Deptt of Education, Dir Hr Edu, Dir Ely Edu, 

SPD(rmsa/ssa) and all staff
⚫ Dy Dir Hr Edu, Dy Dir Ely Edu Mandi,My previous heads, 

DIET Mandi and all official.
⚫ All Teachers, Students, Public.
⚫ My Family
⚫ Joint Dir. Prof Raja Ram Sharma, Dr Behara and team 

members.
⚫ With out all it was not possible.
⚫ Become First Principal of HP, won this award.



Let us start to learn by the use of 

ICT  and become 

SMART. 

Narender.



Thanks , The End for new begining


